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1. I~TR00ucT10N 
In [ 121, Kallaher and Hughes study the solvability of the autotopism 
groups of certain semifield planes. In particular, they show that for odd order 
semifield planes of dimension 2 over their middle nuclei, a nonsolvable 
autotopism group essentially must induce ,X(2,5) on one coordinate axis 
and PSL(2,5) x Z, on the other (see [ 12, Theorem (3.4)]). In [ll], 
Kallaher observes that such a nonsolvable collineation group could not leave 
the net A” defined by the middle nucleus invariant. Generalized Hall planes 
are derivable and derive semifield planes of dimension 1 or 2 over their 
middle nuclei. Moreover, the full collineation group of any derived semifield 
plane of order q2, q # 4, leaves the derivable net invariant (see Johnson [7]). 
Thus, Kallaher shows that the full collineation group of any non-Hall 
generalized Hall plane of order q*, q # 4, is solvable. (The even order part 
follows from Ganley [5].) 
In (81, the author defines “generalized Hall planes of type i.” The ordinary 
Kirkpatrick generalized Hall planes are of type 1 and, for example, planes 
derived from semifield planes of dimension 2 over their right nuclei are of 
type 2. However, it is an open question as to whether all type 2 generalized 
Hall planes are derived from semifield planes. 
So, we would like to study the question of solvability of the collineation 
groups of generalized Hall planes of type i without reference to the coor- 
dinate system. We make use of the group generated by Bear collineations 
which fixes the derivable net N and which is transitive on the components 
not in A”. Our main result extends Kallaher’s theorem and our proof is valid 
for all generalized Hall planes of any type. 
That is, in Section 4 we give a proof of the following result. 
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(4.2) THEOREM. Let II be a generalized Hall plane of type i and odd 
order which is not a Hall plane. Then the full collineation group of rt is 
solvable. 
This theorem is also valid for translation planes of even order 216. In 
fact, a much more general theorem may be proved (see [9]). 
In 161, Jha defines the semitransitive translation planes. Essentially the 
proof of (4.2) yields the same result for semitransitive planes. We show that 
generalized Hall planes of type i are semitransitive. Our most general 
theorem, which will be proven in Section 5, is as follows. 
(5.2) THEOREM. Let z be a derivable semitransitive translation plane of 
order q2, q # 4 or 3 which is not Hall; then the full collineation group of 71 is 
solvable. 
2. NONSOLVABLE AUTOTOPISM GROUPS ON DERIVABLE NETS 
(2.1) LEMMA. Let R be a derivable translation plane of odd order 
q2 =p2’ with derivable net N. Suppose Y is a nonsolvable collineation group 
fixing the net JK I$g contains no p-elements or n admits aJj7ne elations and 
Y is an autotopism group of .N Gfixes two components of N), then there 
exists a subgroup of g isomorphic to SL(2,5) which fixes JY 
componentwise. 
Proof. The collineation group of N is a subgroup of PL(4, q) by Foulser 
[3,Theorem 21. Thus, .5’7n GL(4, q) = ,Y? is a nonsolvable subgroup of F 
and p n SL(4, q) = Y* a nonsolvable subgroup of g;. Ifs* contains a p 
element o and fixes two components of M, then o must be a Baer p-element. 
If K admits afine elations we have a contradiction by Foulser [ 21. 
Let the components fixed by .5?* be x = 0 and y = 0. So, P * Ix = 0 or 
?* 1 y = 0 is a nonsolvable subgroup of GL(2, q) and contains no p-elements. 
Since M” is derivable, the subgroup fixing a line pointwise is solvable 
(Foulser [2, Theorem 21). Thus, both indicated groups are nonsolvable. Let 
g1 be the preimage of (A? * ]x = 0) n SL(2, q) in y *. 
Foulser [3] shows that the collineation group of N is TL(2, q) 0, 
GL(2, q), where TL(2, q) denotes the group action on rrp and GL(2, q) 
denotes the group action on the Baer subplanes of M. 
g,]x = 0 must be isomorphic to SL(2,5) by Dickson and 5 1q f 1. If 
5 [q + 1 then an element B of order 5 within gi fixes at least three 
components, say, X = (4”, Y = P, Y = x, and since .yl < SL(4, q), must fix .k- 
componentwise. (That is, M is a Desarguesian net and 0 = [$ 21, 
A E SL(2, q). Components of N have the form y = x[ G z 1, a E GF(q).) 
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If 5 1q - 1 then 0 fixes two components X = 8, Y = B and two Baer 
subplanes R,, n, . By appropriate choice of coordinates 
r Oooi ac 
Since BIX = B is in SL(2, q), acad = 1 so bcbd = 1. Thus a2 = b2 and 
O=[ a a-’ *a l -,]. 
Since [0[= 5, fa = a and 0 fixes all components of A. So, the elements of 
order 5 within yi generate a normal subgroup N which fixes JV 
componentwise. Since N z NIX = 0, N s SL(2,5) and (2.1) is proved. 
(2.2) COROLLARY. Let K be a derivable translation plane of odd order 
q2 =p2’ that admits a group of elations ~9’~ of order q fixing the derivable net 
M. If .Y is a nonsolvable collineation group of n fixing N then either the 
axis of gq is moved and K is Desarguesian or there is a collineation group 
isomorphic to SL(2,5) which fixes Jy componentwise. 
Proof. If the axis y of gq is moved, SL(2, q) is generated where the p- 
elements are elations. Then K is Desarguesian by Foulser et al. [4]. 
Otherwise 9 is fixed and we may assume .V is an autotopism group of J’-. 
That is, if H = k$y then H = HpgQ for any point P on JYn I, and HP is 
nonsolvable. 
3. GENERALIZED HALL PLANES OF TYPE i 
(3.1) DEFINITION. Let rr be a finite translation plane of order p2’ = q2. 
Let (z~}, j = I,..., i, be a set of i distinct Baer subplanes which pairwise 
intersect in an affine point d and are embedded in the same net Jlr of degree 
1 + q. Let {q}, j= l,..., i, be a set of collineation groups of 7~ such that 3 
fixes Z~ pointwise. 7~ is said to be a generalized Hall plane of type i if and 
only if (5, ,..., .Q is transitive on 1, - J-n 1,. 
Note that since 11, -Jlr n 1, I = q(q - l), a Sylow p-subgroup S of 
(.q ,..., g) has order >q. Moreover, S fixes each component of J’- and fixes a 
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l-space ]GF(p) pointwise on each component, so S must fix a Baer subplane 
of .H pointwise. 
Thus, Definition (3.1) is equivalent to Definition (2.1) in [8]. 
It was shown in [8] that generalized Hall planes of type i are derivable. 
Either they have an invariant Baer subplane fixed pointwise by a Sylow p- 
subgroup S (the above argument shows IS] > q and Foulser [3] shows 
IS] < q) of order q or X(2, q) is generated. 
(3.2) THEOREM. Generalized Hall planes n of type i and odd order 
either are Hall or have an invariant Baer subplane. 
Proof: By the above, a Sylow 2-subgroup of g fixes a Baer subplane 
pointwise. If there is no invariant subplane and the derivable net JV‘ is fixed, 
then SL(2, q) is generated by (2.2) [8]. By Foulser et al. [4], rr is Hall (since 
rr is derivable by (2.1) [8]. 
If JV is not invariant then p = 2 or 3 by Foulser [2] since the Baer p-axes 
must fall into the same net for p 2 5. If p = 3, the proof to [IO] applies in 
this case to show that (rr] = 9. But, a generalized Hall plane of type i and 
order 9 must be Hall. 
(3.3) COROLLARY. The non-Desarguesian planes f of order q* derived 
from generalized Hall planes of type i admit an elation group of order q 
fixing the derivable net Jy. If q2 is odd and 75 admits a nonsolvable 
collineation group which fixes the derivable net 2 then there is a 
collineation group isomorphic to SL(2, 5) which fixes the net 2 
componentwise. 
4. THE SOLVABILITY OF THE COLLINEATION GROUPS 
OF TYPE i PLANES 
Let n be a generalized Hall plane of type i and odd order q* which is not a 
Hall plane. Let 7c denote the plane derived from n. Suppose if admits a 
nonsolvable collineation group which fixes the derivable net 2, then by 
(3.3) there is a group Y isomorphic to SL(2,5) that fixes 2 
componentwise. Let B denote the elation group of i of order q that fixes 2. 
By (3.2), the axis x = 0 of B is invariant under the group fixing 2. 
Moreover, 3 ((co), (y = 0))- and/or ((0),x = 0)-homologies such that if R 
is the group generated by these homology groups then 8”R is transitive on 
1, -H-n 1, (see [8]). 
By (2.1), 5Iq f 1. 
Note that P g SL(2,5) commutes with JYZ’ since Z’ and Z are generated 
by central collineations that fix 2 and .V fixes 2 componentwise. 
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Case 1. 5 ] q + 1. Then an element 0 of F of order 5 must fix some of 
the q(q - 1) points of I, - Jtr n 1,. Since 8X is transitive on I, - JF n I, 
and permutes the points lixed by (0), it follows that 9 fures I, pointwise. 
That is, the 5-elements in F fix lm pointwise. Clearly, this cannot happen. 
Case 2 (Dickson [ 1, p. 283, No. 2591). 51q - 1. Let the canonical 
representation of .Y % X.(2,5) within X(2, q) be 
for a, I-T 6, y E GF(q). 
Let 8= [” =-I] and u = [f -81. Consider 
@Je-l= [I; f] [” a-l][f -;I[“’ a] 
[ 
-Pa, -da-’ /?a-‘, da 
= ya, -/?a-’ I[ ya-‘, -/Ia 1 
[ 
-p’ - @a-‘, +a’ + j?fJ 
= -jly + Bya-‘, -6ya’ -0’ I ’ 
We assert that (8°F’ ( # 2. If so, then 
ew=ee-o= [a a-1 ] [ 1: I] [ ‘-’ 
[ 
+?a, -da I[ r-‘? 6a-1 = -yap’, a P -l a, -Pa
[ -/3’ - 6ya2, -pS + @a2 = 1 +?ya-’ + by, -6ya-’ -/I2 ’ 
If 8°F’ = BP’ then ,-6ya2 = -6ya-’ and since &y # 0, a2 = a-‘, which is a 
contradiction. 
If any element of F z SL(2,5) not in the center of F fixes a point of 
1, -xn 1, then as in case 1, there is a normal subgroup of kern 
homologies which cannot be the case. 
Let BE F be of order 5. Then t9 cannot fix any g-orbit. Since 83 
permutes the g-orbits there is an element h E 2 such that Oh fixes some &Y- 
orbit. The g-orbits fixed by Oh are permuted by R so Oh fixes each g-orbit 
E$. Let c E F?; then (Bh)” = B”h fixes each &‘-orbit. Thus, (@‘h)(Bh)-’ = 
808-i fixes each g-orbit. And, ] 8”8- ’ ] # 2 for all u E .Y. j&V: ’ ] = 3,4,5,6, 
or 10 for certain u in g. If (Fe-’ ] = 4, clearly 8”e- ’ must fm some points 
on @,(/R1/ =q). If (0°8-1~ = 6 or 10, then I(@‘&‘)‘I = 3 or 5. If some 
481/71/Z-19 
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element p of order 3 or 5 in P fixes @i then since 3,51;q, p must fix a point 
of 8, contrary to the above remarks. 
Thus we have the following: 
(4.1) LEMMA. Let II be a generalized Hall plane of type i and odd order 
q2 which is not a Hall plane and let q be a derivable net inan. If ii is the tran- 
slation plane obtained by deriving K with respect to q then 75 does not have a 
collineation group G = SL(2,S)jking the net fi replacing q in if. 
Thus, we now can give the proof of our main theorem (4.2). That is, by 
(3.2) the full collineation group of n is the group of li which leaves 2 
invariant. If the collineation group of n is nonsolvable then by (3.3) we have 
a group g r SL(2,5) fixing 2 componentwise. This leads to a 
contradiction by Lemma (4.1). 
5. SEMITRANSITIVE PLANES AND THE SOLVABILITY OF 
THEIR COLLINEATION GROUPS 
(5.1) DEFINITION (Jha [6]). Let R be a translation plane with subplane 
or, and a collineation group F which 
(1) fixes n, n 1, pointwise, 
(2) fixes n,, and 
(3) is transitive on (n - 7rP) n 1,. 
Then R is said to be semitransitive with reference to zp and with respect to 
F. 
Jha [6] shows that if n admits a nontrivial kern homology and the order 
of II is not 16 then K is derivable and rrp is a Baer subplane. 
By (3.2), type i generalized Hall planes are semitransitive. 
If the order is even 216 the full collineation group of a derivable semitran- 
sitive plane is solvable by [9] unless the plane is Hall. So we assume the 
order is odd. 
A semitransitive translation plane of odd order q* admits a collineation 
group 8’ of order q which fixes II@ pointwise. Hence if q > 9 then the full 
collineation group is the group which leaves the derivable net invariant (see 
Foulser [2]). 
Corollary (3.3) is clearly valid for derived semitransitive planes. To apply 
our argument of Section 4 we need to show that if ,f? is the semitransitive 
group of (5.1) then s and g commute. 
Clearly, g and 8’ commute. Let il denote the plane derived from n. 
8’ is transitive on the q Baer subplanes incident with d of the derivable net 
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,/lr containing n, which are distinct from 7~~. Let K, be a Bear subplane of 
Jy‘# rrb. Then y = 8pz, (stabilizer of q). And L? fixes n,n I, pointwise. 
So in ii, C’??nl fixes each Baer subplane incident with @ of the net 2 replacing 
JY and fixes the components a4 and K, of 2. 
By appropriate coordinate choice the elements of FXjn, have the form 
a 
a I 1 Y Y 
for a, y E F, where F is isomorphic to GF(q) and F has the form [$ A”], 
where A E GL(2, F). Thus, g=, commutes with 5 so that p commutes with 
F. 
Note the form of elements in gwI is the same as the general form for 
elements in the group 3’ of Section 4. Thus Lemma (4.1) is valid here. We 
may then read the proof in Section 4 as verifying that the only properties of 
Z’ used are the facts that 3’ is abelian and that the g-orbits on 
1, - JY n I, are permuted transitively by Z’. Since pz, has these properties 
as well, we have Theorem (5.2) as stated in Section 1. 
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